Assuming a one-parameter model for the two-particle distribution function of a surface, one can choose a, value of the "width parameter" to yield a correct surface tension. In order to then 
I. INTRODUCTION For most systems studied, it now appears' that the variation of density through the region of a vapor-liquid interface is monotonic. A suggestion of Fitts' for determining the width of the interfacial region is thus applicable'. Assume a monotonic form for the density variation, including a parameter representing the width, and find the value of the parameter required to give agreement of the calculated surface tension with the experimental value. Fitts applied this method to 'He and 'He. For identification of this parameter with the width of the interfacial region, however, one should at least check that, with the same value for the parameter, the modelused can give some other property correctly. Shih and Uang' used surface energy as a second property for Ar, and showed that, with a single value of the width parameter-, both surface energy and surface tension could be calculated in agreement with experiment.
In the present paper, I point out that the second property could be surface tension itself, as calculated by a different formula. The formula is derived and calculations are carried out for Ar with a "linear density profile. " It is found that it is impossibl. e to obtain identical surface tension with both. formulas. This throws doubt on any conclusions based on interpretations of the model used. The surface energy is given' ' by the expression (for a multicomponent system) rr=-, ' Q f r."(r")rpz(r")dr,.
Here i and j sum over components, the interaction potential Ptt between a particle of species i and a particle of species j i.s assumed to depend only on the interparticle distance, and the surface excess We consider the interface between a liquid and its vapor with the equimolar dividing surface" at= 0; p&'& is the two-particle distribution function for species z and j, and &'"'( .) =p", '"( .)I. l-e(,)]+p""'( .)e(,), with e (z) the unit step function, and with p, ',. ') the two-particle distribution function for bulk liquid and p$')'" that for bulk vapor. We assume p't' (z"r") = p'; " (r")f(z,)f(z,), with f(z) the one-particle density and Pts (r")=P(Ptgtt(rts), (2, r) where p& is the density of species i, and g&, is the The usual formula for surface energy, is obtained by inserting Eqs. (5) into (1). This gives u=, P Plu; fdr Pu(r"")du(r")
which, after some lengthy algebra (see below), leads"'" to A surface-tension formula similarly derived from the equation obtained by replacing (t)"by (t);&x»/r» in (1) will, differ from (8). The derivation of (7) (12) and (13) is due to the fact that they are obtained by the insertion of the approximate forms of (4) and (5) (8), (12), and (13) Yarnell et a,l. "
In Table I , surface tensions calculated according to (8) and (12) 
